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Blood Sampling Device

Cross-Reference To Related Application

[0001] This application claims tiie benefit of U.S. Provisional Patwt
Application Serial No. 60/497.022. filed August 20. 2003. the entire content of which
is hereby incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present Invention relates generally to a medical sampling device.

,
and more particularly to a multiple use device for minimally-invasive sampling of

blood and/or other body fluids.

Background of the Invention

[0003] Many medical procedures require puncturing of the skin, and
sometimes underlying tissues, of an animal or human subject. For example, a
sharp lancet tip is commonly used to puncture the subject's skin at a lancing site to

obtain a sample of blood, interstitial fluid or other body fluid, as for example in blood

glucose monitoring by diabetics, and in blood typing and screening applications. In

some instances, a person must periodically sample their blood for multiple testing

throughout the day or week. Because re-use of a lancet can result in infection or
spread of bloodborne contamin3nts, persons requiring repeated testing often must
carry multiple lancets with them. This can be inconvenient and lead to reduced
compliance with a prescribed test regimen. Accordingly, it can be seen that needs
exist for a convenient, compact multi-use lancing device.

I0004J Various devices are known for sampling blood and other body fluids for

analysis of the condition of a human or other animal subject For example, U.S.

Patent No. 5.971.941 is understood to show a cassette with test strips for placement
by a slider. A lancet pierces the skin surface so that blood can be obtained for

analysis. The lancets are integrated on a test strip, and are positioned together with

the test strip Another embodiment is understood to show a disposable cylindrical

insert having a lancet and a test membrane with an aperture for the lancet. The
insert is inserted in a mounting cavity of a plunger or piston, which forces the lancet

ouKvard for blood withdrawal. DE 198 19 407 A1 is understood to show a multiplicity

of test strips with integrated lancets for insertion into an analysis device.
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LI. A ,epla»able u™. Is appW to «« device to- each

-^--"""^J^^

;^,e^.u„nis*,owna«a,a«e,ea*use.EP0«9525A1.u„^.to^

„^se device Wore each use. A tes. sinp Is Inserted n«, .he dev«. aS.

Patent No 4 627.445 Is understood to show a device for measunng Wood sugar,

:L«e^,-«oodv«aw,,t*A.«wrep^h.tance.a™..es.e,^^^^

^ust be lns.a«ed to the device fc. testing, and a.ten»ard d»assembl^d. U.S^PaW

HO 6 951.492 Is unde,s»>od to show a disposable unit* a cap,llan, lube and a

^Lp, to^ sar-^ed «ocd ,aM„ Is appl'^d. The caviar, tube ,ndu^ a

A new disposabto un« Is attached and removed betore and alter each

measurement

,00,6) EP0877250 A2.EP0949606
A2andEP811843A2ar.unde,*odto

rdevlces hav^ a n,*pllc«, tost *.«,ts ar^nged or, a r*,abto d»

earner. The test etonto* are^« '-^^^'TA'T'.'^ooZ
™»hed out o. the h«isln9 to be wettod with blood. U.S. Patent No. 6.228,100 and

Ts^aL. NO. 4,794.926 are unde^tood to show lancets arranged on a earner,

whteh Is rotated with respect to a housina.

™»,„ German Application DE 100 57 832 C, Is understood to show a lancing

0, a ^own to™. Olher la^ng deuces u^tood to

are shown, ,» example, m U.S. Paten, App. Sertol No.

^^'J^^^
02/360,0 A1 EP 0689186 B1 Is understood to sbow.a la.«et wrth a removable

p^Ze lp. WO 01,86010 A, ls»-«s.o«d to l,«,»to a m*lidb, o, lancets .n

:t^a.ne, w* an opening dumber dosed b, an e,as.c matonal, *ch .

penetrated in the puncture process.

mm Known sampling devices have, however, not proven fully satisfactory to

rrers for a variety of reasons. Accordin,y. it is to the provision of an ..proved

sampling device that the present invention is primarily directed:
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Summary of the Invention

[0009] Briefly described, the present invention provides an Improved sampling

device, which is described herein by way of example embodiments representative of

the various aspects of the invention. In one aspect, the invention is a lancing device

having a plurality of penetration elements or lancets an^anged for sequential use in

piercing the sl^in or other tissue of a human or animal subject for obtaining a sample

of blood, interstitial fluid, and/or other body fluid(s). The invention optionally can

include collection and/or analysis features for collecting a sample of body fluid and/or

analyzing one or more analytes or other characteristics of the sampled fluid. Certain

eriibodiments are compact in size for convenience in portable personal use.

[00010] Example embodiments of the lancing device preferably include a

housing and a multiplicity of lancets, with the multiplicity of lancets an^nged on a

carrier cartridge or cassette, which is insertable Into the housing. A piston or plunger

acts on a particular "active" or "working" lancet when oriented in Its working position.

The sharp point of the active lancet is driven into a skin surface of a user positioned

over a lancing opening through the housing. The cassette is preferably removable

from the housing after use for replacement

[00011] In example embodiments, the invention comprises a single compact

device contained within a housing. In the housing, a working position of the lancet

conesponds to a puncture position to be applied to the skin surface of a user. Each

of a plurality of lancets Is moved sequentially into the working position in the device.

When a lancet Is positioned in its woricing position, the lancet is driven into the skin

surface of a user.

[00012] Various embodiments of the invention provide an "alMn-one" device

which is compact, i.e., is space-saving, and which is user-friendly and operator-

firiendly. Used lancets preferably are removed and replaced with unused lancets in a

simple manner as part of a disposable replacement cassette or cartridge. In

example, embodiments, the lancets are arranged into or onto a earner or cassette,

which can be Inserted into the lancing device and which can be rotated or otherwise

moved with respect to the housing, such that the lancets can be moved Into working

positions, located adjacent or apart from each other, as for example by rotating the

earner or cassette within the housing. Therefore, the lancets are preferably arranged
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puncture position to puncture the skin.

.-rr:::rrrr:;:r.:rr:
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Without sampling and testing capability.

,000141 in s«ll ano*« embodiment of tbe Invention, the lancets have

'ir«e caps at er* .0, protection against aCdental st* andjo

^s.er.1 Tbe lancettlp can be forced tnrougn »,e ^oteCve capp-ng means

ZTpl^rg 0 al,ema.ve, tb. protective capping means can be removed

^
HLomp^ed in an advantageot. manner b, s«g«l, retracUng ord^g b^

r^toL cap7-:r:prrrrrrrn;

space.
.

,000151 in another aspect, the invention is a lancing device including a plura^^

displaced out of the storage plane Into a tiling plane.

mooiq in another aspecl the mvenUon pr^erabi, comprises a landn, dev«e

cass^ IS removal*^ T^'l ^ caSt^

r:rrorv::rirrgrrzi.^^
'prr.a^elaILbe^h.dmanon.»nngplanea„dse«We.m.ved,ntoa,
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firing plane so that a lancet to be fired Is In the firing plane while the other lancets are

not in the firing plane. It is preferred that the lancets are moved into the firing plane

by a cam as the lancets approach the firing position. It is also preferred that the

lancets that have yet to be fired are held In the non-firing plane, are moved into the

firing plane by a cam as the lancets approach the firing position, and then after firing

are moved back into the non-firing plane but in a different position such that re-use of

lancets is prevented.

[00017] Preferably, the lancets have an end shape that enables them to be

captured positively and securely by the firing mechanism. In one form, this end

shape is a T-shaped end structured to engage with and be captured by. the arming

and firing mechanism. In another fomi, this end Is a ball-shaped end structured to

engage with and be captured by the anming and firing mechanism.

[00018] Preferably, the lancets each include a removable cap, with the caps

being pulled off the lancets just prior to the lancets being engaged and captured by

the arming and firing mechanism. Advantageously, the cassette can include a cam
track and each of the caps can include a follower which rides in and cooperates with

the cam track such that at a certain point as the cap moves along the cam track, the

cap is pulled off the lancet

[00019] Also, it Is prefenred that the lancets are held stationary while the lancet

caps are pulled off therefirjm. In this regard, the caps are pulled from the lancets,

rather than the other way around. It Is also preferred that the lancets are guided by

the anning and firing mechanism during firing of the lancets, and not by the cassette.

This may provide more accurate and repeatable guidance of the lancets. Inasmuch

as guiding enrors can lead to less than ideal translation of the lancet toward the skin,

guiding errors should be minimized to minimize pain and discomfort associated with

using such a device. This is so because if the sharp lancet tip enters the skin with

any instability or is oriented at an angle as it punctures the skin, the pain and

discomfort experienced by the use may be greatly increased.

[00020] In example embodiments, the lancing device is configured such that

the housing includes a base and a cover, with the cover having an opening and a

movable door for selectively covering and uncovering the opening. Also, the base

can include biasing elements for biasing the cassette toward the cover, which can
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help position the cassette within the housing and/or can assist in the subsequent

removal of the cassette from the housing. Moreover, the tandng device cassette can

initially include a breakawray tab to assist the user in placing the cassette in the

housing. The breakavvay tab can be broken off once the cassette is loaded in the

housing.

[00021] In still another aspect, the invention is a lancing device including at

least one lancet having a sharp tip and a protective endcap covering said sharp tip.

The lancing device preferably further includes a decapping mechanism for removing

the endcap from the lancet without radial displacement of the lancet.

[000221 In another aspect, the invention is a lancing device including a lancet

movable betvireen a retracted position and a lancing position. The lancet preferaWy

includes a lancet body w^ith a vwng projecting outwardly therefrom. The lancing

device preferably further Includes a retraction sjjring separate from the lancet, the

retraction spring contacting the outwardly projecting wing when the lancet is in the

lancing position to bias the lancet tovrard the retracted position.

[00023] In another aspect, the invention is a lancing device including a plurality

of lancets, an advancing mechanism for advancing each of the plurality of lancets

sequentially into an active position, and a drive mechanism for propelling an active

lancet selected from the plurality of lancets from a retracted position to a lancing

position, wherein the advancing mechanism includes an amiing lever that is actuated

to advance the lancets and energize the drive mechanism.

[00024] In yet another aspect, the invention is a lancing device including a

reusable housing and a cartridge containing a plurality of lancets, the cartridge being

removably installed within the housing, and the lancing device further includes

means for preventing reuse of a lancet

[00025] In another aspect, the invention is a disposable replacement cassette

comprising a plurality of lancets for penetrating the skin surface or other body portion

of a human or animal subject to obtain samples of blood and/or other fluids.

[00026] In another aspect, the invention is a cassette for removable Insertton

wthin a lancing device. The cassette preferably includes a plurality of lancets

positioned in a planar array, the planar array defining a storage plane, and wherein

6
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an active lancet selected from the plurality of lancets is transversely displaceable out

of the storage plane into a firing plane within the cassette.

[00027] In yet another aspect. , the invention is a cassette for removable

insertion within a lancing device. The cassette preferably includes a lancet having a

lancet body, a sharp tip projecting from the lancet body, and a protective endcap

separably affixed over the sharp tip. The protective endcap preferably includes a

follower in engagement with a cam track, the cam track defining a path for axially

displacing the protective endcap from the lancet body as the lancet is laterally

advanced within the cassette.

[00028] These and other aspects, features and advantages of the invention will

be understood with reference to the drawing figures and detailed description herein,,

and will be realized by means of the various elements and combinations particularly

pointed out in the appended claims. It is to be understood that both the foregoing

general description and the following brief description of the drawings and detailed

description of the Invention are exemplary and
. explanatory of preferred

embodiments of the invention, and are not restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

Brief Description of the Drawing Figures

[00029] Figure 1 is a perspective, exploded top view of a sampling device

according to one example embodiment of the invention.

[00030] Figure 2 is a perspective, exploded top view of a cassette of the

sampling device of Figure 1.

[00031] Figure 3 Is a detailed view of a single lancet of the cassette of Figure

[00032] Figure 4A is a bottom plan view of the cassette of the sampling device

of Figure 2.

[00033] Figure 4B is a bottom perspective vievy of a portion of the cassette of

the sampling device of Figure 3.

[00034] Figures 5-7 are top views of the cassette of the sampling device of

Figure 1, showing the uncapping of a lancet and the preparation and firing of the

lancet

7
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may be expressed herein as from "about" or "approximately" one particular value

and/or to "about" or "approximately" another particular valuei When such a range is

expressed, another embodiment includes from the one particular value and/or to the

other particular value. Similarly, when values are expressed as approximations, by

iise of the antecedent, "about," it will be understood that the particular value forms

another embodiment.

[00045] Figure 1. as a perspective exploded view, shows a blood analysis

device according to one example embodiment of the invention, which as a whole is

designated by the reference number 100. The blood analysis device 100 comprises

a housing base 101 and a housing coyer 102, with the base and the cover

collectively comprising a housing. The blood analysis device 100 also includes a

cassette or cartridge 150, which contains a plurality of lancets and can optionally

contain a plurality of test elements (not shown in this figure). Unused lancets (arid, if

present, test elements) are stored in the housing, used, and after use are discarded

or disposed of by removing and replacing the entire cassette 150. The blood analysis

device 100 can further comprise an analyte evaluation system, such as an electronic

evaluation system and a display monitor, such as in the form of a visually readable

display to show the result of an evaluation. The device can be an "all-in-one" device,

comprising lancing features and sample collection and analysis and monitoring

features. In alternate embodiments, the Invention is a lancing device only,

comprising the lancing features substantially as described, and omitting the sample

collection and analysis features.

[00046] The housing base 101 of the blood analysis device 100 preferably

comprises a generally dish-shaped shallow pan, having, the general size, shape and

appearance of a short cylinder. The housing base 101 includes a bottom 103 and a

peripheral sidewall 104. An opening indicated generally at 106 is formed in the

sidewall 104. Resilient fingers or springs, such as finger 107, are positioned on the

interior of the bottom 103. These resilient fingers bias the cassette 150 upwardly in

the direction of direction nan-ow 108. This biasing force assists i.o ensuring that the

cassette 150 is property positioned within the device 100 during use. The biasiing

force from the resilient fingers also assists in removing the cassette 150 for easy

replacement.

9
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breakaway tab 154 can be removed. Removing the breakaway tab results in a more

compact unit and also makes it more difficult to accidentally reuse the cassette, so

as to minimize risk of contamination.

[00052] Refemng now to Figure 2, the cassette 150 Is considered in more

detail. The cassette 150 includes a dish or bottom 156 that includes a floor 157 and

an upstanding peripheral wall 158. As mentioned previously, there is a bump-out

section 151 extending beyond the otherwise circular peripheral shape of the bottom

156. An opening or ajserture 161 is fomied in this bump-out section, through which

the tip of the active lancet passes upon actuation to lance the skin of a subject. A

generally bell-shaped cam 162 projects upwardly from the floor 157. A central

column 163 is positioned in the middle of the floor 157 and includes a slot 164 that is

aligned with the opening or aperture 161. •

[00053] A carousel or carrier 170 is preferably positioned within the bottom 156

and has a plurality of lancets 171-177 mounted thereon. Each of the lancets

preferably Includes three main components: a lancet body, and needle or sharp

secured within the lancet body, and a removable cap that covers the tip of the sharp.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 3, each lancet, indicated here at 180. has a unique

external geometry and a number of novel features. The lancet preferably includes a

resilient lancet body 181, a metal sharp 182 rigidly secured within the body 181, and

a removable cap 183 for concealing the tip of the sharp and maintaining sterility.

The cap 183 includes retaining arms or cantilevers 184, 186 extending laterally from

side portions thereof, which arms preferably terminate in cylindrical ends 188. 189

for cooperative engagement with the carousel to control the position of the caps, in

alternate embodiments, the arms 184. 186 are integrally fonned with the carousel or

are penmanently affixed thereto. The cap 183 also includes a cam track follower

191, in the form of a short button, for following in a cam track, discussed below, to

move the cap away from and back to the lancet body 181 as needed.

[00054] The lancet body 181 has a generally T-shaped end indicated generally

at 192 and laterally extending wings 193, 194. The T-shaped end 192 cooperates

with a corresponding channel or receiver opening of the drive piston to be captured

therein for movement therewith during firing. The wings 193. 194 cooperate with

unshown guide elements to guide the up and down movement of the lancet body

11
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relative to the remainder of the cassette, as for when the lancet body is rrtoved ,nto

the firing plane and then ba* to the storage plane.

100055] Referring now to Figure 4A. the cassette 150 can be seen from the

bottom Each of the lancets includes a lancet retraction spring, such as retraction

spring 201 These springs work to return the lancet to a position fully within the

housing after firing. Advantageously, the retraction springs are not fonned as part of

the lancets, thereby reducing the weight and improving the dynamic balance of the

lancets. Referring now to Figure 4B. the cassette 150 can be seen from the bottom

in perspective. The cassette 150 includes a number of guide blocks, such as guide

blocks 202 203. which help to control the position of the caps, such as protective

cap 183. in ttils regard, the cantilevers or arms 184. 186 of the caps are retained in

cylindrical bores fom,ed in the guide blocks. In use. all of the caps, save one (the

cap of ttie active lancet), are held fast against their respective lancet body. Thus, all

lancets except the active lancet remain capped. Likewise, all but one of the lancets

are held in a storage plane spaced from ttie base of ttie cassette 150. The

uncapped active lancet is displaced transversely out of ttie storage plane and mto

the firing plane, preferably toward ttie base of ttie cassette 150. while the endcap of

the acfive lancet remains in ttie storage plane. The am.s 184. 186 extending from

ft,e lancet endcaps are preferably extensible, by means of a curved or angled profile

or an elastic material of constmction. so that ttieir ends 188. 189 remain engaged

with the guide blocks as the endcap is pulled away from ttie acBve lancet prior to

advancement into engagement witti the drive mechanism.

C000561
Figures 5-7 depict a preferred sequence of operation as the cartridge

is rotationally advanced within the housing to move a lancet into and out of ttie actve

orfiring position. As shown in Figure 5. as lancet 171 approaches the firing position,

its cap 183 is removed by the interplay of ttie cam track follower 191 on the lancet

cap witti ttie cam track 211. As can be appreciated from this figure, the cam track

211 is "bumped out" in ttie vicinity of region 151. which causes the cap to be pulled

off of the relatively stationary lancet body as they both rotate In ttie counterclockwise

direction indicated by direction arrow 212.

roo057] AS shown in Figure 6. as ttie lancet 171 moves into ttie active or firing

position, witti tts cap 183 removed, ttie lancet is moved transversely, out of the

storage plane and into ttie firing plane, by the engagement of ttie lancet against ttie
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bell-shaped cam 162. As a result of this movement the T-shaped end of the lancet

body is captured in the correspondingly shaped opening in the piston 139 of the

drive mechanism, and is ready to be cocked and fired. This is accomplished as the

cassette 150 (and the lancet body) is rotationally advanced In the counterclockwise

direction of direction arrow 212.

[00058] As shown in Figure 7, after firing, the lancing device is rotationally

advanced to recap the used lancet and bring another lancet Into the active position.

As the used lancet 17.1 moves from the firing position, the lancet moves transversely

down along the bell-shaped cam 162 back into the storage plane, and the T-shaped

end of the lancet body is released from the piston 139. The cap 183 is pushed back

onto the used lancet under the influence of interplay of the cam track follower 1 91 on

the lancet cap with the cam track 211. The movement back into the storage plane

can be imparted under the influence of a spring or Interacting surface features.

[00059] As shown In Figure 8» a cam-actuated cocking mechanism is

preferably provided to cock the drive mechanism of the lancing' device. The cocking

mechanism preferably comprises a raised flange or recessed track defining a cam

path 220 located on the piston 221 and a post or pin 222 projecting from the arming

lever 135. As the arming lever 135 is rotated, the pin 222 engages and passes

along the cam path 220 to cock the piston 221 and energize the drive spring.

[00060] As depicted in Figure 9, during advancement of the cassette 151, a pin

231 on the cassette 151 preferably follows in a slot In the in the housing, the slot for

the pin 231 terminates at a position when the last lancet is in position for firing, so

that the cassette 150 cannot be advanced any further, thereby preventing the reuse

of the lancets In the cassette. Also, as previously described, the piston 221 captures

the lancet as is moves out of the storage plane of the lancets and into the firing

plane. The piston 221 has a T-shaped opening 223 for securely capturing and

engaging the correspondingly shaped end of the lancet. Advantageously, the lancet

is vertically captured in the piston with a positive engagement, rather than being

laterally positioned within the piston. Although in . the depicted embodiment the

lancet engages the piston In a T-shaped an^angement, other arrangements, such as

a ball-and-socket coupling, are within the scope of the invention.
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of the device of Figure 19, taken along view lines A-A. In this embodiment, the drive

spring is energized from the back, rather than pulling the piston back to load the

back of the springs. In this arrangement pushing the activation button cocks and

fires the device all in one motion.

[00065] Figure 21 is a top view of a portion of the sampling device of Figure

18, and Figure 22 is a side sectional view of the device of Figure 21, taken along

view lines A-A. As shown herein, a cantilever 251 on the cassette 150 drops Into

position when the last lancet Is In the firing position to prevent further advancement

of the cassette 150, As indicated generally at 260, after use, the lancets are

returned to the storage plane, but are offset from their original positions so that they

can not be aligned for engagement with the piston a second time, and therefore

cannot be reused. Also, as seen in Figure 22, the firing plane FP is common to both

the lancet to be fired and the drive piston, while the storage plane SP is transversely

offset therefrom. . As shown in this figure, the cap 183 of the active lancet is held in

the storage plane SP, while its associated lancet 171 is in the firing plane FP for

firing. Meanwhile, the other lancets, such as lancet 175, are held in the storage

plane SP.

[00066] As described herein, it will be recognized that the lancing device and

lancet cartridge of the present invention provide a number of advantages over

previously known devices. To assist in lancet retraction, a cantilever is provided on

the cartridge body or cassette body, rather than locating it on the lancet. Lancets

other than the active lancet are stored in a plane that is offset from the firing plane,

and when a lancet Is advanced into the active position for firing. It is pushed to the

firing plane to align with and be engaged by the drive piston for firing to lance the

subject's skin. After firing, the lancet Is moved out of the firing plane and Is returned

to the storage plane. The cassette is installed into the housing from above and the

lancets engage positively with the piston or plunger. The lancet is preferably

vertically captured in the piston as it is moved transversely into the firing plane with a

positive engagement, rather than being laterally positioned within the piston upon

rotational advancement of the cartridge. The lancet preferably engages the piston

by means of a T-shaped coupling arrangement or a ball-and-socket arrangement.

[00067] The lancet cap is preferably removed from the lancet prior to the lancet

being advanced into the firing position. Extensible cantilevered amis preferably

V
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the piston and a cooperating post or pin is provided on the arming lever. As the

arming lever rotates, the pin passes over the cam path and cocks the piston.

Alternatively, the drive spring is loaded from the back, rather than pulling the piston

back to load the back of the springs, whereby pushing the activation button cocks

and fires the device in a single motion.

. [00071] During advancement of the cassette, a pin on the cassette preferably

follows in a slot in the in the housing. The slot for the pin preferably terminates at a

position when the last lancet is In position for firing. The cassette preferably cannot

be advanced any further, thereby preventing the reuse of lancets. After firing, as the

next lancet is moved into the firing position, the used lancet is preferably returned to

the storage position and is recapped to prevent the reuse of the lahcet and to

prevent accidental needle sticks upon removal of the used cassette. A cantilever on

.

the cassette preferably drops Into position when the last lancet enters the firing

position, to prevent further advancement of the cassette. The arming lever

preferably does not have a ledge to engage with when the last lancet is in the firing

position, so the arming lever cannot advance the cassette any further. After use, the .

lancets are preferably returned to the storage plane, but are axially offset from their

original positions so that they will not be able to be aligried with the piston a second

time and therefore cannot be reused.

[00072] The lancing device preferably includes an access cover that cari be

rotated out of the way to provide access to a sensor disk for use and then rotated

back to close the sensor cavity. Chemical leads are optionally provided to connect a

blood collection area with an analyte processing device, or, In . an alternative

embodiment, chemical leads can provide positive connections between a blood

receptacle and electrically conductive leads.

[00073] The lancet cap preferably blocks the sharp lancet tip to prevent the tip

from extending outside of lancing device before and after firing. A detent is

preferably provided in the arming lever slot and must be overcome to provide a

uniform torque/speed for each user, thereby minimizing speed variations and helping

to prevent unintentional needle bending as the cap is removed. An interiock system

is preferably provided in the amning lever to prevent the amning lever from sliding

through its slot orice the device is cocked. Once the lancing device has been fired,

the arming lever is preferably free to slide once again. The arming lever preferably
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What IS Claimed is:

1. A lancing device comprising a plurality of lancets positioned In a planar an-ay,

said planar an^ay defining a storage plane, wherein an active lancet selected from

the plurality of lancets is transversely displaced out of the storage plane into a firing •

plane that Is generally parallel to the storage plane.

2. The lancing device of Claim 1. wherein the plurality of lancets are positioned

in a circular pattern within the planar array, with sharp tips df the lancets oriented

radially outward.

3. The lancing device of Claim 1, wherein the active lancet is transversely

displaced out of the storage plane into a firing plane upon rotational advancement of

the plurality of lancets.

4. The lancing device of Claim 3, further comprising a cam surface for

transversely displacing the active lancet into the firing plane.

5. The lancing device of Claim 1, wherein the active lancet moves into

engagement with a drive mechanism as it is transversely displaced out of the

storage plane into a firing plane.

6. The lancing device of Claim 5, wherein each lancet comprises a T-shaped

end for engagement with a slotted coupling on a piston portion of the drive

mechanism.

7. The lancing device of Claim 5. wherein each lancet comprises a ball-shaped

end for engagement with a socket coupling on a piston portion of the drive

mechanism.

.8. The lancing device of Claim 1, wherein each lancet comprises a removable

endcap, and wherein the endcap is separated from the active lancet before the

active lancet is transversely displaced out of the storage plane into the firing plane.

9. The lancing device of Claim 8, wherein each lancet comprises a follower in

engagement with a cooperating cam surface, for separating the endcap from the

active lancet

10. The lancing device of Claim 8, wherein the active lancet is constrained

against axial movement as the endcap is separated therefrom.
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11 The lancing device of Claim 8. wherein the removable endcap of each lancet

comprises at least one extensible am, extending laterally therefrom, for guiding the

position of the endcap upon separation from the active lancet

12 The lancing device of Claim 1. wherein the active lancet is guided by a drive

mechanism along a lancing path In the firing plane, between a retracted position fully

within a housing of the lancing device and an extended position wherein at least a

sharp tip portion of the active lancet extends outwardly from the housing.

13 The lancing device of Claim 12. wherein the housing comprises a base and a

cover, said cover defining an opening, and further comprising a movable door for

selectively covering and uncovering the opening.

14 The lancing device of Claim 1, wherein the plurality of lancets are contained

within a disposable cassette that is removably installed within a reusable housing of

the lancing device.

15 The lancing device of Claim 14. wherein the housing comprises a biasing

member for biasing the disposable cassette out of.the housing to assist in removal.

16 The lancing device of Claim 14. wherein the cassette initially comprises a

breakaway tab to assist in installing the disposable cassette in the housing.

17 The lancing device of Claim 14. further comprising an advancing mechanism

comprising a rotational amiing lever having a pawl for cooperative engagement w.th

teeth of the disposable cassette for moving lancets sequentially into an acfve

position.

18. The lancing device of Claim 17. wherein the pawl is pivotally coupled to the

rotational arming lever.

19 The lancing device of Claim 17. wherein the rotational arming lever comprises

a cam path for cooperative engagement with a follower portion of a ye

mechanism, and wherein rotational actuation of the arming lever-energizes the dnve

mechanism.

20. The lancing device of Claim 1. wherein a used lancet is returned from the

firing plane to the storage plane.

21. The lancing device of Claim 20. wherein the used lancet is returned to the

storage plane in an axially-offset position to prevent reuse.
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22. A lancing device comprising a plurality of lancets positioned in a planar array,

said planar an-ay defining a storage plane, wherein an active lancet selected from
the plurality of lancets is transversely displaced out of the storage plane into a firing

plane that is generally parallel to the storage plane, and wherein each lancet

comprises a removable endcap which is separated from the active lancet before the
active lancet is transversely displaced out of the storage plane into the firing plane,

the active lancet being constrained against axial movement as the endcap is

separated therefrom.

23. A lancing device comprising at least one lancet having a sharp bp and a
protective endcap covering said sharp tip, said lancing device further comprising a
decapping mechanism for removing the endcap from the lancet without axial

displacement of the lancet

24. The lancing device of Claim 23. wherein the decapping mechanism ,comprises
a follower on said endcap, said follower being engaged with a cooperating cam track

for radial displacement of the endcap away from tiie lancet as the lancet is laterally

advanced.

25. The landrig device of Claim 23. wherein the protective endcap comprises a
pair of extensible arms extending laterally from opposed sides thereof, said arms
guiding the position of the endcap as it is removed from the lancet.

26. A lancing device comprising a lancet movable between a retracted position

and a lancing position, said lancet comprising a lancet body with a wing projecting

outwardly therefrom, and wherein said lancing device further comprises a retraction

spring separate fl-om the lancet, said retraction spring contacting the outwardly

projecting wing when the lancet is in the lancing position to bias the lancet toward
the retracted position.

27. A landng device comprising a plurality of lancets, an advancing mechanism
for advancing each of the plurality of lancets sequentially into an active position, and
a drive mechanism, for propelling an active lancet selected from the plurality of

lancets from a retracted position to a lancing position, wherein the advancing,

mechanism comprises an arming lever that is rotationally actuated to advance the

lancets, and linearty retracted to energize the drive mechanism.
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28 The lancing devi^^of Clafm ^e. wherein the arming lever compnses a cam

path engaging a follower portion of the drK/e mechanism, whereby rotational

actuation of the am,ing lever advances the lancets and energizes the dnve

mechanism.

29 A lancing device comprising a reusable housing and a cartridge containing a

plurality of lancets, the cartridge being removably installed within the housing. sa,d

lancing device further comprising a pin extending from the cartridge and movable

through a slot in the housing as.the cartridge is advanced, wherein the slot has an

end preventing further movement of the pin and thereby blocking further

advancement of the cartridge to prevent reuse of a lartcel

30 The lancing device of Claim 29. wherein the means for preventing reuse of a

lancet comprises a cantilevered member on the cartridge, which drops into

engagement with the housing to block advancement of the cartndge.

31 The lancing device of Claim 29. wherein the means for preventing reuse of a

lancet comprises a plurality of ledges in a spaced array on the cartridge for

engagement with an advancing mechanism, and wherein the spaced array extends

only partially along the cartridge so that the advancing mechanism cannot advance

the cartridge beyond an end of the array.

32 The lancing device of Claim 29. wherein the means for preventing reuse of a

lancet comprises a positioning mechanism for returning used lancets from a finng

position to an axlally-offset storage position.

33 A cassette for removable inseriion within a lancing device, said cassette

comprising a pluranty of lancets posiUoned in a planar array, said planar array

defining a storage plane, and wherein an active lancet selected from the pluraLt^^of

iancets is transversely displaceable out of the storage plane into a firing plane wth,n

frie cassette.

34. The cassette of Claim 33. comprising an outer shell containing the plurality of

lancets.

35 The cassette of Claim 34. wherein each lancet comprises a removable

endcap with a follower that rides along a cam track in the outer shell.
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36. The cassette of Claim 33. further comprising a cam surface prqjechng

transversely inward from the outer shell for displacing the active lancet into the firing

plane as the active lancet is laterally advanced.

37. The cassette of Claim 34, wherein a plurality of guide blocks are provided,

within the outer shell, and wherein each lancet comprises at least one extensible
lateral ami connected to one of said guide blocks.

38. The cassette of Claim 37. wherein the plurality of lancets are sequentially

movable through an active position wherein the active lancet traverses a lancing
stroke between a retracted position within the outer shell and an extended position

wherein at least a sharp tip. portion thereof projects out of the outer shell, and
wherein a retraction spring extends from each guide block for contact with a
cooperating portion of one of the plurality of lancets when in the extended position.

39. The cassette of Claim 33. ftirther comprisihg a breakaway handle portion.

40. The cassette of Claim 33, wherein the plurality of lancets are positioned in a
circular pattern within the planar array, with sharp Bps of the lancets oriented radially

outward.

41. A cassette for removable insertion within a lancing device, said cassette,

comprising a lancet having a lancet body, a sharp tip projecting from the lancet body,
and a protective endcap separably affixed over the sharp «p. said protective endcap.
comprising a follower in engagement wth a cam track, said cam track defining a
path for axially displacing the protective endcap from the lancet body as the lancet is

laterally advanced within the cassette.

42. The cassette of Claim 41, wherein the plurality of lancets are positioned in a
circular pattern within the planar array, with sharp tips of the lancets oriented radially

outward, and wherein the cam track is generally circular, with an outwardly-directed

eccentric portion where the protective endcap is displaced from the lancet body.
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